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Over the Fence….
A SPECIAL NIGHT OUT
What a wonderful night I had at the School on Wednesday 21st June for
the “Parent” night. Although I am not a parent, I went to represent the
Historical Society as the Year 1 class had their museum open for viewing.
It was great to see our items on display and I am sure the parents enjoyed
their time on the manual typewriter and using the dip and scratch pen and
ink. What a surprise it was to see all the classrooms so colourful and full of
exciting and informative displays. An enormous amount of work went into
the night by the teachers. It is vastly different now from when I went to
school (it was 60 years ago so I do hope so) we had a desk, chair,
blackboard to look at and the teacher also had only a desk and chair. Now
there are ipads, computer screens etc. etc. Even though it was a cold night
I am sure the parents and children enjoyed it as much as I did. Makes me
want to go back to school!!!
Lorraine Lethlean

BEREAVEMENT
Allen Martin, ex resident of Narembeen, passed away in Narrogin last
week, aged 75.
Allen’s parents farmed in West Narembeen on Damon Road many years
ago. Their 6 children attended the Narembeen School.

After the farm was sold Allen worked in various jobs in Narembeen,
including on the Shire Council for several years. He married Barbara
Garbutt, a widow with two children, Mark and Susan, and they had two
more girls together – Shelley and Caroline. The family lived in Brown
Street until the girls reached senior high school, they then moved to Perth.
Allen worked for a time at the Woolstores and later for his nephew
Terrence who had a contract roadside mowing and maintenance business.
Barbara died whilst undergoing heart surgery a few year ago.
Allen was a country boy who did not settle too well in Perth.
He retired to Narrogin about two years ago.
Mary Johns
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Narembeen Police

June 2021

G’day folks,
As the new Sergeant in town thanks to those whom I’ve met thus far for your warm welcome
and I wish to acknowledge the outgoing Sergeant Richie Conkling for his time in Narembeen.
I am my least favourite subject to write about so best trap me in the street for a chat. In short,
married, 2 daughters and 3 grandkids that keep us young. 30+ years in policing with a lot of
lived experience which I hope can benefit Narembeen.
Adriaan and I have taken a couple of weeks getting to know each other to establish some
ground rules so you have a good understanding of what to expect from your local police moving forward.
Our focus is harm reduction, being visible and proactively engaging the various cohorts which
make up our community. If there is a community event which you feel police should be aware
of, or the event may benefit having a police presence I encourage you to reach out to us.
Those that should get nervous, be warned of my zero tolerance non-negotiables.
Family Violence - having so much campaigning on this matter I simply reinforce community expectations, be it physical or intimidatory behaviour police will respond with action.
Drink & Drug Driving - I do not consider your position in the community, anyone stopped
in a vehicle can expect a preliminary breath test. Both officers in Narembeen are also
Drug Testers with new legislation coming on board in July for drivers whom commit
both offences at the same time.
Illicit Drugs - whilst gossip is common, do not assume we know everything. Crime Stoppers 1800 333 000 or pull me aside for a quiet one on one. Together we can make a
difference.
We will maintain other business activities in the community that you have come to expect from
local police and will continue working together on strategies to keep a healthy Narembeen
community.
Kind Regards
Steve SZOKOLAI
Sergeant 8675
Narembeen Police Station
Ph: 90456050
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What you ride to the ground in….

Once described as the thing you ride to the ground in, coaches may well have never held as much
importance in the EDFL as they do today. By my reckoning, as we all sit here on a chilly Sunday morning,
five teams sit on five wins and all with percentages that aren’t all that different to each other. These five
are evenly matched and are all capable of good footy on their day. The challenge going forward could well
be, how do they get the best out of what they have got.
Good coaches do a lot of things and one of them is creating an environment where they can get more out
of their collective than their laid out talent suggests. What this means is they can get their group to work
together in a manner which allows the way the group plays to overcome any team that has talent that is
superior to their own. For those footy nuffies reading, a great example of this is the way Alistair Clarkson
was able to get Hawthorn over the line in 2008.
Creating that environment can be tough as you have so many different personalities in the room. It is rare
that all of the players in the side will get on which makes the juggling act even harder. In country footy this
is combined with the fact the group is often split, with some in Perth and some at home, a fact that makes
cohesion even harder to achieve. Coaching is tough.
Next a good coach needs to be able to react on game day. Yesterday I saw an impressive example of that.
In the first half against Narembeen the Corrigin coach, Darian Smith, played his trump card off a back flank.
Ex-AFL player Josh Bootsma was given the chance to zone off, read the play and use his foot skills to get
the Tigers rolling. It was a good move and with the game on a knifes edge it was holding true to the fact
that defence is more important than attack.
Or is it? Just before half time Narembeen lost their in form centre half back Jayden Hooper. Hooper was in
prime form and was just coming off a best on ground performance against Hyden. Without him though the
Hawks lack size in their defence and this is where Smith made his move. He moved Bootsma forward after
half time in a move that stretched the Hawks out too far. Three goals in the first seven or eight minutes
after half time busted the game open and proved the importance of good coaching.

The top four in the EDFL could well go down to the wire, indeed the whole thing looks to be really close.
Players will do the work, no doubt, they will put it on the line. However, with the pressure rising on every
game it will be good coaches that gets sides over the line. Coaches that handle the ups and downs the
best, coaches that keep their group together and wanting to move forward. Coaches who can make their
group greater than the sum of it’s parts suggest it is. Whichever coach can do this the best may well have a
journey they will never forget. It’s gonna be worth watching.
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What happens next…..
What happens next is all that matters in so many things. Especially in sport. Even more so in footy. This is
all that a club can control and also all that an individual can influence. What happens next. With the
season getting towards the pointy end this is all that really matters.

On Saturday the Ressies achieved their third win on the trot with a strong win against a competitive
Corrigin side. The boys started well early as they locked the ball in their half of the ground and if they had
kicked straight could have really put the Tigers away early. Nikau Brown was proving a hard match up
across half forward and Ben Hunter was finding some space across the same line.
The Tigers would prove hard to shake though as they defended well and repelled many of the Ressies
forward sorties through the rest of the contest. Cooper Sprigg made a strong return to the side as he
continued his development as a midfielder. He often sacrificed himself to close down opportunities for
the Tigers to move the ball fast. Danny Conway showed his development as he revelled in an opportunity
to get up the ground and won good contested footy on a wing.

After half time the game became a bit of an arm wrestle as the Ressies found hitting the scoreboard
difficult as they fought the strong defence of their opposition. Contributors came from right across the
ground though as all players played a role. Kyle Della was good in the key defensive post as he came back
from a knee injury and the two Latham boys, Ben and Tom, were also influential in keeping the Ressies
on top. The three yellow shorters, Cam Hills, Stephen Cummins and Nash Cheetham all did enough to
suggest they are growing and improving as footballers which is a positive sign for the footy club.
This win aside though there are exciting times ahead for the boys playing at 12:30. For the first time since
a Grand Final appearance in 2015 the Ressies are in the mix. With five rounds to go they sit just
percentage out of second spot. So what happens next for the boys is exciting. With a big strong finish to
the season they could earn themselves the double chance and a real run at playing some finals.
Ressies

9-13

67

Corrigin

3-1

19

Best: Nikau.Brown, Kyle.Della-vedova, Ben Hunter, Sheldon Miller, Marcus Dorlandt
The League competition is tightest it has been for some years, maybe twenty years. A win vaults a side
while a loss brings them crashing back down to earth. After a stirring win against the league leaders last
week the Hawks lost on the weekend in a tough encounter against Corrigin. Despite this they do however
still have a wonderful chance to return to finals footy. It all really revolves around what happens next.

The Hawks struggled for control in the first quarter against the Tigers as they got beaten out of the
middle of the ground and then lacked an avenue through half forward. The backline did thei best to hold
firm and it did take some ten minutes for the Tigers to really hit the scoreboard. It seemed an arm
wrestle was on the cards. In signs that a good side is building the Hawks responded in the second quarter
14
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as they dominated possession and had seven shots on goal to go in at half time just two points down. A
fine effort against a good side.
The test for both sides would come after half time. The third quarter is where so many games are won
and lost simply because the likelihood of running a side down in the last is slim. The Hawks got jumped,
the combination of good coaching from the opposition and injury to the Hawks saw three goals in quick
succession open them up. They did fight back but the damage had been done and making up enough
ground before the last quarter proved to be too much.
There were fourteen shots at goal in the last quarter and the Hawks had seven of them. They did
however kick 2-5 compared to the Tigers who kicked 5-2, indeed the Tigers would kick 10-4 after half
time. That’s impressive stuff. I would be easy to get negative about the result. Easy to get buried in what
went wrong and where the Hawks were beaten. However, to get too caught up in this would be a
mistake.
The Hawks had eighteen shots at goal on the weekend and the Tigers had twenty. To their credit the
Tigers kicked wonderfully straight and not for the first time the Hawks did not. The Hawks were beaten
and didn’t play to their capacity, but they still had nearly the same amount of shots on goal as their
opposition. They are still in the four with a genuine shot at playing finals. What is interesting and what is
important for the Narembeen Footy Club is what happens next.
Hawks

6-12

48

Corrigin

14-6

90

Best: Cody Duncan, Ben Hislop, Mitchell Miolini, Baden Kennedy,

Narembeen Football Club would like to thank the following sponsors:
Nutrien, Elders, NB Spraying, Narembeen Workers Bar, Jordan Sprigg
Sculptures, Varley Transport, Central Wheatbelt OT, Wheatbelt Ag, Gmeiner
Family, Narembeen Engineering, McIntosh and Son, Hutton and Northey,
Aviso, Midwest Agribusiness-Craig Walker, Rockdale, Narembeen Tyre
Service, Miolini Family.
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Achievement…
Now I could be wrong but by my reckoning Lindsay Brown came to Narembeen about ten years ago,
maybe a bit longer. He would have been in his early to mid twenties. He had spent a bit of time in
Mandurah but by the time he lobbed in town, again just by my reckoning, he hadn’t been here all that
long. It’s a long way from the north island of New Zealand to a small dusty town in the wheatbelt of
Western Australia, it would have been tough. Strange place, strange people and a strange game played
in the winter. Last Saturday Lindsay played his 100th game of that strange game for the footy club of
that small dusty town. That’s a massive achievement.
Now I have only been around for a little while but try as I might I couldn’t think of another player of
international origins who has played that much footy for any clubs in the Eastern Districts Football
League, certainly not for the Hawks. If anyone reading this knows of someone, please let me know in
the comments below. Though this fact, or close to fact, speaks to what Linds has achieved. For his 100
games have included some good league football and two Ressies flags. Not just considering his start in
the game but considering any start in the game, that’s quite the achievement.
To just speak of games played though would sell short what Linds has not only achieved but what he
brought to the footy club. Linds plays his footy with a positivity towards the game and his teammates
which is infectious. He is always there for his mates when they need him and always looking to move his
team forward. His eldest sons, Jeikwjuan and Nikau, play good senior footy at the club with both
showing their father’s class in the way they play the game.
Country footy is a wonderful thing and the Narembeen Footy Club is a wonderful club. One of the things
that make this true is the achievements you see people make and what they bring to the club. 100
games in a strange game for a small footy club a long way away from your home is a massive
achievement. The Narembeen Footy Club is better because of it.
Whakamihi ki a koe Lindsay Brown, I runga I to Kotahi rau Whutupaoro.
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NAREMBEEN GOLF CLUB

The Ladies played a Stableford on Wednesday for the Rhonda Cole Trophy.
The scores continued….. as pretty ordinary.
However, we are out there playing and enjoying the 19th hole and that’s all that really
matters. ( Justifying the scores!!)
The Winner with 30pts was Miranda Noack. Runner up Carol Currie with 29.
Annette Main plays 9 holes with us each week and is starting to get the gist of this game!!
It was great to have Louise Ball back playing our course.
On Sunday the Men played a Stableford for the Scott Stirrat Trophy.
The Winner with 36 pts was Robert Hayter. OK. We can all stop feeling sorry for Jack now!
He also managed a betting ball off Brian and John. This made him even happier.
Runner up Mike Currie with 33 on CB from Dan Gray.
Colin Ogilvie, Greg Vaughan and Bardy Parsons all had 31. (Hm… like the Ladies scores!)
The Men had a Busy Bee at the course on Friday. Thanks to all the guys who turned up.
Many hands certainly made light work.
The course is absolutely beautiful. Well done.
This Sunday the Men will play a Stroke round for the Tim Cusack ,Captains Trophy.
HAPPY 50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY TO CHRIS AND STEVE PADFIELD.
Only 2 weeks until our Cusack Open Day. Do you have a partner?

MEMBERS OF THE NAREMBEEN GOLF CLUB THANKS OUR SPONSORS
FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT.
G Brownley Plumbing, B C Cusack & Co, S & C Padfield, Varley
Transport, Hutton & Northey, Elders, Sonic Boomsprays, Trans Plus,
Narembeen Medical Centre, Narembeen Hardware.
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Mt Walker Golf News
Sunday 27th June 2021
This week the usual crowd turned up to battle the windy & cold conditions.
The winner of the day was Darren Phillips with 32 points followed closely by Carol Fagan with 31 points
Then Colin on 28 points .
The novelties were both won by Darren Phillips being LHO #6 & NP #16
This Sunday coming, July 4th, will be our annual Mt Walker Cup (mens), Peter Miolini Shield & Cowan
Cup (ladies) day which will start with a running draw at 11am.
So all players are urged to be at the club early along with those playing for the Miolini Trophy to be
partnered up so you can hit off together.
The cost for the day is $30 per person, which will include lunch (Soup & Sandwiches) & dinner served
after presentations.
Look forward to seeing you all.
Scribe
Merlene Phillips
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HOCKEY
A Grade
On Saturday we played against Bruce Rock on their turf. Bruce Rock started strong and it was tough to
get it out of the middle in the first half. We improved our short passes and put on a solid performance in
the second half. Their were many fast breaks on the left wing with Jess, Courtney, Gina, Taylor and
Mikaela working quickly to get the ball into the D to create a lot of scoring opportunities. Mel was able
to capitalise on these, scoring an impressive three goals. Caz and Nat both fired some strong balls up to
the right wing and Carissa, Mel and Hannah worked well together to get it towards the goals. Sam was
amazing up the other end in the goalie gear. Well done on an incredible 5-1 performance girls!
Players: Nat, Caz, Gina, Carissa, Felicity, Taylor, Mel, Courtney, Jess P, Mikaela, Taylor, Sam and Hannah
K
By Hannah Kerse

B Grade
Saturday’s game was against Bruce Rock. We knew it would be a tough game and while we had a lot of
play in our attacking end and lots of shots on goal we were unfortunately unable to get them through
the yough Bruce Rock defence. Thankfully we also had a strong backline in Kara, Han, Shae and Kylee
who all worked hard to ensure the score stayed nil all. Our goalie Deakin, also had a great game and
managed some brilliant saves. We were lucky to be able to pull up from our juniors side again with the
two Noah’s bringing speed and fresh legs to work hard on the wing—both boys had an amazing game.
Sam, Lynda, Fabs and Rach all worked hard through the middle creating some brilliant passages of play.
We look forward to next week!
Team: Deakin (goalie), Kylee, Shae, Kara, Han S, Sam, Rach, Fabs, Lynda, Jess S.,
Noah S. and Noah B.
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Birthdays
JULY
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

Mary Knock (Menegola)
Harold Thorn
Judy Hinkley
Sharon Jeffery
Michael Palmer
Rose Cardinal
Ted Cusack
Ncile Campbell(Moppett)
Kylie Lawson

Danelle Fricker
Callum Piccoli
Dina Menegola

Ashton Fidge
Fallon Treloar

Anthony McGhie

Teagan Wilkins

Nigel Miller
Chris Hayter

ANNIVERSARIES
JULY
6th

Ian and Kellie Mortimore

WEATHER
Day
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Date
22 June
23 June
24 June
25 June
26 June
27 June
28 June

Max (°C) Min (°C) Rainfall (mm)
12.6
2.6
0.6
13.8
2.9
14
1.9
15.2
0.6
17.2
3.0
17.9
6.9
2.2
18.4
10.5
1.8
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CHURCH NOTICES
Church of Christ

ST PAUL’S ANGLICAN

Thurs 1 July 7.30pm

Sunday, July 4

Bible study at D&R Smokers’ place

9.30am

Topic - treasure

Friday 2 July
NO Kids Club

2 Samuel Ch 5—V 1-5 and V 9-10 L. Lethlean

Sunday 4 July 10.00am

2 Corinthians Ch 12—V 2-10 H. Toovey

Worship service with Sunday school during the
service

Mark Ch 6—V 14-29
Psalm 48

Bible Verse: Proverbs 13:10
Where there is strife, there is pride,
But wisdom is found in those who take advice.

Seventh Day Adventist
105 Church Rd, Mt Walker

Saturday, July 3
10:00 am. The Senior’s Bible Study is starting a new
series, “Present Truth in Deuteronomy” and the
lesson for this week is “Living in a 24-7 Society”; Key
Text is Psalm 84:2 NKJV.

Saturday, July 3
6.00pm

Sabbath School will be available for kids too at this
time.

Reader: E.Bailey

11:30 am. Worship Service, Yonnie Willis.
You can follow the current Bible Study series on your VAST TV
on Channel 603 at 4:00 am on Mondays (if you can’t sleep or
would like to record it to follow this 5 part study throughout
the week) before it’s on again at 4:00pm on Fridays, or there is
a shorter program, “Let God Speak” at 7:00 pm Fridays.

Contact: R Hickey 0428 132 454
J Cusack 0408 064 727
Cleaning: C. Harper

Current phone contacts – Terry & Rhonda –
9061 7032, 0427 907 119 or 0417 907 119.
or Pastor Lomani - 0429 770 331.
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COMING EVENTS
June
Wednesday 30th

July
Thursday

Friday

NAREMBEEN GOLF—Ladies Stroke—N. Parsons Trophy
REED Narembeen bookings ADMIN 6832 3825
SOCK Week

8.30am - 5.30pm

1st

2nd

REED Narembeen bookings ADMIN 6832 3825
Autumn Club
SOCK Week

8.30am - 5.30pm
10.00am-2.00pm

Playgroup at Numbats Centre
HOCKEY—Men—Kellerberrin v Narembeen
DARTS—Wizards v Royals

9.30am

SOCK Week—Finale at the Rec Centre
Saturday

3rd

Church
Men’s Community Shed
HOCKEY—Narembeen v Burracoppin
FOOTBALL—Southern Cross v Narembeen
NETBALL—School Holiday BYE

Sunday

4th

9.00am

Church
Lions Paper pick-up
MT WALKER GOLF—Mt Walker Cup/Peter Miolini Memorial and
Cowan Cup
NAREMBEEN GOLF—Men—Stroke Cap Trophy T. Cusack
NAREMBEEN GOLF—Ladies—Sweepstakes

Monday

5th

Seniors Movie @ the CRC
Circuit Gym
Arts and Crafts and Book Exchange at Community Shed

1.00pm
9.30am
10.00am-4.00pm

Tuesday

6th

Senior Citizens
REED Narembeen bookings ADMIN 6832 3825
Badminton at Town Hall

2.00pm
8.30am - 5.30pm
6.30pm

Lions Club meeting

Wednesday 7th

NAREMBEEN GOLF—Ladies—Stroke J. Hayter
REED Narembeen bookings ADMIN 68 323 825

Editor:
38

8.30am - 5.30pm

Kellie MORTIMORE

